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Brother TZE-R234 label-making tape Gold on white

Brand : Brother Product code: TZE-R234

Product name : TZE-R234

- 12mm wide, 4m long
- High quality genuine Brother cassette
- Easily readable results
- Fabric ribbon for gifts and crafts
Genuine Brother TZe-R234 Ribbon Tape Cassette – Gold on White, 12mm wide

Brother TZE-R234 label-making tape Gold on white:

Work your magic by adding a personalised touch to gifts, cards and crafts, with the genuine Brother TZe-
R234 ribbon tape. With the TZe-R234 you can rely on a fast and reliable output, as well as a sharp and
professional standard of printing. Compatible with P-touch label printers that show the TZ or TZe logo on
the tape cassette cover.

With the TZe-R234 you can enjoy fast and reliable output, as well as a sharp and professional standard
of printing. The beautiful Gold on white Brother TZe-R234 labelling tape is guaranteed to provide you
with quality labels.

With a luxury shiny finish this non-adhesive fabric ribbon is perfect for present wrapping and crafting.

Features

Label colour * Gold on white
Type Continuous label
Self-laminating
Corrosion resistant
Humidity resistant
Weatherproof
Smear resistant
Flame-retardant
Tape type TZe
Product colour Black
Print technology Thermal transfer
Country of origin China
Heat shrink
Flexibility
Heat-resistant
Cold-resistant
Oil-resistant
Chemical-resistant
Laminated
Scratch-resistant
Abrasion-resistant
Brand compatibility Brother

Features

Compatibility

PT-1000 GL-100 GL-200 PT-1000L
PT-1005 PT-1010 PT-1010L PT-1080
PT-1090 PT-1290 PT-1280VP
PT-1750 PT-1830 PT-18R PT-1950
PT-2100 PT-2420PC PT-2430PC
PT-2470 PT-2480 PT-2700VP
PT-2730VP PT-7100 PT-3600
PT-7500VP PT-7600VP PT-9200DX
PT-9400DX PT-9500PC PT-9700PC
PT-9800PCN PT-D200VP PT-E100VP
PT-E300VP PT-H300 PT-H500 PT-
H75 PT-P700 PT-P750W RL-700S PT-
P900W PT-P950NW PT-D800W PT-
D210VP PT-D400 PT-D450VP PT-
D600VP PT-E110VP

Technical details

Master (outer) case GTIN (EAN/UPC) 4977766770316

Weight & dimensions

Tape width * 1.2 cm
Tape length 4 m
Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 153 mm
Package depth 186 mm
Package height 118 mm
Package type Box
Package weight 400 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 48219090
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